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Dear Dr Sabin,

I send you my best regards. ---,
I should like to inform that we are going on in our work

in polio virus genetics.~1e are studying systematically the strains
isolated in polio patients and also in haelthy children.in di~~e-
rent areas of Czechoslovakia.

All our work and considerations are based om the studying
of the antigenic marker.At the beginning we used several methods
~or its estimation,the only method we use now is the Wecker's
test,which appears to be the most suitable .It is very simple and
the results which are obtained are clear-cut and may be well repro-
duced.

We suspect,however,that some aspects o~ the problem are
not yet solved,especially those concerning the antigenic stability
o~polio strains in the human alimentary tract.We hnve ~ound,~or
example,that fusing the Wecker's method/the Mahoney strain is
antigenically dif'~ercnt from the LSc strain./The Mahoney strain
was obtained ~rom another laboratory in Czechoslovakia,vn1ich
had received it ~rom the Connaught laboratory./l1e think that ~or
the interpretation of'our results,and all similar resalts achieved
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in other laboratories,it is very important to obtain a lot of
informations about the antigenic stability of polio strains
passaged under different conditions.I should be grateful to you
for giving some ideas on this problem.

We are planning some experiments in order to obtain some
basic data.At this occasion I should like to ask you for kind
se:1ding the Mahoney,Y-sk and Leon strains,and,if it would be
possible,some strains which might represent steps between the
original ~trains and your highly attenuated strains.One other
strain which would be of our special interest is the Glenn strain
and its cold mutant:

I am very sorry that I trouble you.I believe,however,
that t~ results of this work may be of some value for the final
evaluation of different methods used for the live poliovirus~vacci-
nation controle.

Please,remember me to Mrs.Sabin and your coworkers.

With kindest regards /
,I

Yours very sincerely /~

V. ~nka,M.D., .
Prague lO,~robarova 48,
Institute for Sera
and Vaccines,
Virus Dept!

P.S.We have some difficulties with the prototype strains ECHO
24 and 28,in spite that we had previously confirmed your
findings in passaging the latter strain.We should be oblig-
ed to you very much for sending these strains;


